
RUNESRUNESRUNES
A Whisper from the Divine 

Learning Together About The
Mystic Symbols & How To Tap

Into This Oracle Channel 



Fehu, F, means domestic cattle or wealth.
Uruz, U, means a wild ox.
Thurisaz, T, means a thorn or a giant.
Hagalaz, H, means hail.
Ansuz, A, means an ancestral god.
Raidho, R, means wagon or chariot.
Kenaz, K, means a beacon or torch.

From what we know, the roots of Runes are dated
back to the Nordic and Germanic tribes of

Northern Europe, Britain and Scandinavia around the
3rd century AD. One of the oldest Rune alphabets is

called Elder Futhark, with 24 Runes. Over time,
these were adapted and used to write in Anglo-
Saxon or Old English, adding other runes to the

alphabet, bringing it up to 33. This is known as the
Anglo-Saxon Futhorc. 

The first 7 runes are spelled out below:
 

 

The Origin of Runes



Runes are not future telling or fortune reading.
They are hints from the Divine, assisting us with
guidance about what we might face and what is
important for us to embody; they light up the

synchronistic opportunities we approach.
There is no firm rule how runes function or a
linear hand book that tells you what exactly you

have to do. There is just one Law naturally
underlaying all of creation: CONNECT WITH LOVE.

Connect with your heart, your rainbow bridge, your
Higher Self, Source - it's all ONE. Our surrender to
Love, intends focusing on the highest good for all

and the guidance of our pure heart. This is the best
recipe when working with the Rune Oracle.

 



When called to work with Runes, it's important to
stay open and become once again a student in

childlike wonder. Begin reading books, guides and 
 information that you are guided to, playing with
your Rune set and gaining a feel for your unique

way of divination and reading the symbols.
 

One basic way to receive messages is to "randomly"
let them fall onto the ground or a table. Now, feel

and observe how they fell, which lay together,
which is your focus drawn to first?

 
Another way is to blindly, one by one draw 3 Runes

(or as many as guided!) out of your Rune bag.

More
About The
How-To



Lets dive deeper into the explanation of each Rune
in the following content. You will also find your very
personal connection to the runes and their meanings.
It is, as always, important to be in highest states of
consciousness and present in the moment of now,

when you connect with your Angels, Guides or
Prime Source so you can channel answers and
clues from the Rune Oracle. It is a very old and
sacred tool of communication with the higher

realms. There are some different ways of spelling
and verities of explanations out there, and truth is

what resonates with LOVE! 



Besides buying a set of runes, like engraved crystals
or wood slices, you can Do It Yourself as well! 

You can choose to use wood circles cut from a
branch, find small flat rocks, pebbles, or even use
simple card board cut out into circles- find what

resonates with you! Then simply collect or craft 24
of them and write on each one rune! Glitter
Markers or paint, your creativity has no limit!

ACTIVITYACTIVITYACTIVITY
Your DIY Rune Set





FEHU



Fehu represents the true nature of wealth and
abundance. Which is for example, food, live stock,

land or skills. It is a Rune representing the universal
law of equal energy exchange. It is representing the
flow of creation, the very original spark of creating
energy, source of all,  in which we co-create!  On a
spiritual / energetic level, Fehu is representing the
tool of staying present and consciously creating a
fresh start. It is a feminine Rune, representing the
expanding source energies flowing through all of

creation. Fehu is asking us to delegate our giving and
receiving of our energies to ourselves and others.



It is also called the Rune of Luck, or Karma - Fehu
governs the capacity to hold this 'good luck', we

accumulate by Being Love. Call it the foundation of
the wealth, health and abundance in our life. Fehu

represents fullfilment and that what we worked for,it is
within grasp to be received in gratitude. 

More Meanings of 
the Rune Fehu

fertile harvest
help in a crisis
personal/social

evolution
strengthen of psychic gifts / intuition 

activating divine will, restoring self-confidence
achieving goals with focus and action 



Activity
for

FEHU
To tap into the energies of FEHU and channel them
into our life, we can use conscious writing as a tool. 
If you want to attract more abundance, in health, in
trust, in resources, in time,..... It is very very powerful
to write GRATITUDE PRAYERS. This activity can

be a new divine daily discipline, write down
EVERYTHING you are grateful for; no matter if it is
already in your life, or if it is yet to come. Write in the

gratittude and joy, as if, and see what unfolds! 



The Rune of Progression
 

"To find your inner strength,
you have to face you weakness first" 



The rune Uruz is working with the very key concept of creation.
creation, which is an ever expanding life force. It represents
determination, endurance, freedom, organic structuring, our

very physical health and healing, which is a progress! It is
vibrating with the frequencies of tenacity, independence,

endurance and strength. It is the energy behind any
manifestation, shaping and forcing fortunate circumstances

through divine will and inspiration. When Uruz appears, it asks
you to check in with your own self-healing power in not only

physical and mental health, further more it asks us to re-choice
our energetics, let go of heavy, dense and low, and choose only

the highest vibrations of love, joy, gratitude, trust, etc..... 



Uruz is represented by the wild Buffalo or other bovine,
standing for the young warrior spirit! 

It is the rune of powerful unconscious shaping energies that
need to be guided wisely as they manifest and is an early

rehearter that the untamed powers of creativity are not without
consequences. Uruz is the rune of the inner-King and inner-

Queen. We can assert our right to exist and be free in the very
same authority as God - with God - in integrity and

accountability. It is the will to life passionate and free, in
balanced harmincs, in balance and harmony, in expansion,
regeneration and endurance. Wild, but loyal to the universal

laws of nature and surrenderred to unconditional Love. 



Feel into something, you are in a working progress on. It can be
learning to cook or playing the piano, fully coming back to

health or regulating your weight, implementing higher
behaviors, habbits and patterns in any way.

The activity for this Rune is CHANGE, what ever you want to
make progress in, be courageous, wild and strong like a buffalo.
Write an action-plan tapping into the creation power of Uruz,
set little goals for each day, small daily disciplines, even if it is
tiny steps, the KEY is to stay consistent, to keep going and not

give up, to fully surrender every day to CHANGE, creating new,
high vibrational structures in our life, so that we merge with

our greatest, grandest version.  



Thurisaz



'If we must fight for peace
then let us find our peace in

battle"
 

Meaning... Giants
 

Key Concepts... Unconscious
Forces, Thor, chaos,

destruction by natural forces,
aggression, conflicts,

lightning, breakthrough, thorn
of awakening, 

 

Storm, tools, weapons,
conflict



CONNECTED TO THE
BRAVEST, STRONGEST AND

SINGLE-MINDED.  A path
demanding a different sort of

strength.  Desire for truth,
Spiritual fearlessness. 

 

A Giant or a Wizard
 

The forces of chaos... a
powerful uncontrollable

force. 
 

This Rune is connected to
Thor!!!



The Giant, the thorn,
the force

 

Animal:  Snake
 

Element: Fire
 

Plants: Blackthorn,
hawthorn, bramble

 

Aroma:  Frankincense,
Angelica

 

Body:  Heart
 

Minerals:  Sapphire
 
 



Thor wields Mjoinir, the
ultimate symbol of Thurisaz
power harmessed in its most

positive form.  It holds the
power of thunder and

lighting and confers ferility
of body and land.  A wild-fire

uncontrollable energy. 
 Thurisaz is a power to be

respected. 

Gods... 
Thor & Loki



Thurisaz power
encompasses the

subconscious, anger,
passion, violence, attack,

and aggression.
 

In reversed this rune tends
to refer to defensive
energy rather than

aggression.  
 

Thurisaz can make people
nervious, because of its

strength. 



This rune denotes that gates
of new opportunities are

infront of you.   
 

Your waiting for a new path...
gates, active protection,

efficiency, travel, relocation,
power, luck, removing

obstacles... 
 

Good sign for love,
partnerships, business, health

and career... there comes a
time when all your dreams

come true...  



Thurisax rune means... help
with a partner... foreshadows
the beginning of the moment
of reflection in love.  You are

stading on the treshold, to
make a very important life
decision about re-growing

your partnership with a
partner to a new quality

level.  



Thurisaz are the rays of energy
that clear the way for the Light
among accidents and forces of

chaos. 
 

It is the symbol of destruction
of forces within the cosmic

order.  
 

Thurisaz protects our Cosmos
from returning to Chaos.

 

It is protective... its aimed at
eliminating the old, petrified,

and replacing it with
something better, more

correct. 



Rune Thurisaz in this aspect
can be considered as the

guardian of law and order. 
 It clears the way and
recreats orders where

confusion reigned earlier.  It
is a transmitter, overcoming

the resistance of the old
and releasing energy

directed to start a change.



There is an accelerated pace of
your spiritual development.  

 

Love
Protection

neutralization of enemies
control overthe situation

victory
strength

making the right decision
self-restraint 



















Dagaz

Breakthrough



The Rune Dagaz is multifaceted; in English
rune is translated as “breakthrough” or "a

new day".
Dagaz introduces oneself as the internal

warrior, with the natural integrity and
instincts, transforming into a period of

prosperity and success. It is good to note that
abundance and achievement comes in many
forms. They could be friendships, travel, time

in nature, or experiences awe, wonder or
play. Dagaz is the expansive awareness of the
gift of a new day; the darkness is behind you.

 

This is not time to collapse but rejoice in
the blessing of this breakthrough.



When we learn new things and grow, often
there is a tipping point, in which we reach a
threshold of skill where a skill or attribute

blossoms. This can change your life
dramatically, like learning to read or drive a car.

 

Life will never be the same; your awareness has
changed radically—a new vantage point.

 
Such new abilities and awareness can open
doors to better connect with humanity—for

these abilities to be used.
 

Dagaz brings with it hard work, but one can
move forward with a new sense of confidence
and purpose. Joyful and full of awe, the trans-

formative breakthrough. A life when each day is
new in a real sense.



Activity - Preschool/Elementary
 

Supplies – White tissue paper, light blue
tissue paper, yellow tissue paper, white
construction paper, clear Elmer's glue.

 
Have the children play with tissue paper.

Hold it to up the sun shine through, or
window if you are outside. Talk about what
happens if the layers are a different color.

Can the layers add strength? Can they limit
the light?

 
 
 

How can we breakthrough? Have the children
try to punch through themselves while

holding it themselves (hard). Then have the
children hold the paper taught for each other

and then have a the children team up to
punch through the paper (represents

community).



Activity – Preschool/Elementary, Continued

You can put on sky music, such as harp or
acoustic guitar. Have children tear up the

remaining pieces of tissue paper and
assemble “breakthrough skies”. Using

provided picture of swirl, cloud, or rainbow
skies if needed.  Example of project is below.



Activity 2 – I Am Mirror Technique, All Ages
 

Affirmations are like intentions, adding bits of
energy through words is putting energy into
making good things happen! Imagine if you
will, a nut stuck on a screw bolt. By adding

grease or oil it will slowly loosen and become
more able to move—then suddenly in moves

and becomes unstuck. Now the nut can move
freely and become unstuck, like a

breakthrough!



Your eyes are the window to your Soul.
Looking into your eyes in the mirror while

saying your I AM affirmations is an essential
self love discipline, by looking into your eyes

you are connecting with your Soul / Higher
Self and strengthening that part of you. You
are replacing low vibrational beLIEfs about
yourself with high vibrational qualities and
affirmations. Use as many as possible and
repeat them 5 x each (5 is the number of
Freedom - freedom comes through the

discipline of self love).
 

Activity 2 – I Am Mirror Technique, Continued



Example Affirmations:
 

I AM Safe
I AM Strong

I AM Powerful
I AM Creative
I AM Worthy

 I AM Love
I AM Expressive

I AM Kind
I AM Confident
I AM Abundant

I AM Compassion
 

2.

3.

1.

Activity 2 – I Am Mirror Technique, Continued



Activity 3 – Middle School/High
School

 
You have had many breakthroughs in
your life already! Learning to read, or
ride a bike may be examples. Can you

make a list of 5 breakthroughs you
have made? They are things you learn

and don't really unlearn over time.
You may find practice may be needed

to maintain a skill at a certain level,
but it is much easier learning it for the

first time.

 



Activity 4 – All Ages
 

When building something or working with
something with a lot of parts, most if not all
of the pieces have to work together in order
for it to work. Then when everything aligns

and is in the right place and in working order,
a breakthrough can happen. Imagine a car
with no wheels. It can be used as a fort or

storage for your clothes or toys, but it won't
be good for travel until it gets its wheels.

 

 



Activity 4, Continued

Have the children draw a picture of an item
with many parts needed to work, then draw
a picture of the item something missing or
out of place (like away from its normal
environment, where there is no plumbing or
electricity for example). Share your picture
and talk about if and how a breakthrough or
big change can happen if the part is put
back on.
In addition to the above use your
imagination to use the item with a missing
piece in a creative way, or find a solution to
have it work in a creative way. This doesn't
have to actually work this way in real life.
Make a comic book strip with characters
interacting with the item and finding a
creative solution for a breakthrough to
happen. It can be imaginative.

Choose one or more of the following activities:
1.

2.

3.



Activity 4, Continued (Example)

Oh, I don't have any
lightbulbs for my new lamp

I think I saw some 
fireflies outside.

Thank you
fireflies for
Lighting my

room tonight



EHWAZ

The Rune ofThe Rune ofThe Rune of
MomentumMomentumMomentum



Ehwaz is the rune of purpose and Momentum;
this one is all about going towards your goals,

dreams and joys in Life.  This rune is about
change & speed, like a Horse quickly changing

direction at every turn, going forwards
towards the destination, the goal.

This rune is one of partnership, like horse and
its rider. They are twins, like the astrology

sign Gemini,  crossing boundaries and
BEcoming ONE.  Ehwaz is a dream-like state
where boundaries blur, time runs both fast

and slow and anything is possible.



When you get this rune it's saying
to for you to become more flexible
and adaptable in every way. Ehwaz
is a rune about focused action so
you can change, and this allows
your life to change around you. 
Like a horse and rider Ehwaz is

about a win-win partnership with
another that, together, creates a

harmonious connection. 
This rune is about balance between
your intentions and actions.  Only

when we act upon our highest good
can we bring the most amount of

joy to our Self and others.  
 



Activity
Since Ehwez is about partnerships, so

lets do something together! 
It could be anything your heart calls
you to, as long as its with a partner

and learning to work together
towards a common goal .

You could cook a meal with a sister,
brother, mother, father or friend. 

 Maybe even build something or do a
DIY project with an adult.  The

possibilities are endless, just like this
rune, so let it run wild like the horse

and go towards that DREAM!!!



 



Animal:  Spider
 

Object of Power:
Distaff, Cauldron

 

Element: Water
 

Color:  Green,
Black, Silver

 

Plants: Pear, Elm,
Aspen, Apple,

Aconite
 

Aroma: Yarrow,
Nutmeg

 

the process of
birth

 

Minerals:
Aquamarine

Perth



 

When the rune Perthro appears it means
"Unknown" 

 

Start living in the present moment and feel
grateful for what you have.  

 

Perthro is also known as the rune of surprise
or shock... 

 

It relates to fate, luck, evolution,
unclear, fate, important changes.

forecasting, casual, unplanned
happenings. 

 

Perthro 



 

 Connected to the 
Wheel of Fortune... it is

connected to co-incidence,
living in the unknown, the
art and magic of guessing,

pattern recognition,
prophecy.... 

 

It is a good omen,
fellowship & joy,

evolutionary change, 
 

Connected to the Law of
cause & effect on a

personal level &
Quantum probability

Perthro...



The Perthro rune is connected to the
ability to read divine messages,

prophecy and revelation.  It is the rune
of the Tarot Reader, Oracle Reader and

Prophetess.  
 

It tells us that we are missing
important information unless we allow
ourselves to be guided from within and

pay attention to signs and
synchronicities.

 

It can also mean portal or gateway. 
 This is the gateway through which we

recieve subtle messsges from the
unseen realm. 



It is connected to the feminine essance.  
The Moon & Neptune.  

 

It is connected to the Goddess Fraya
who is also connected to Friday, which

is the day of the Throat Chakra.
Perthro Rune connects to the... Throat,

Third Eye & Crown Chakras. 
 

On its side.... this rne means that the
information is being disseminated into

the world, pointing the way to the
future.

 

When it is reversed, it is pointing to the
past, asking us to learn from past

patterns and integrate the learning
from past lessons before we are ready

to move on. 



This rune is connected with a game
of to major forces playing. Chess for

example has dark jotun and the white
gods.

 

In other words, the Universe (Mother
of all Creation) is in control.  It is up

to us to follow the signs of the
Universe. 

It also means, initiation, Death, and
regeneration.  The initiate dies and

is reborn, he or she learns the
mysteries and is the bearer of a new

consciousness. 





Goddess Freya is connected to
Perthro.  

 

She has the gift oF clairvoyance,
assists couples, and helps women

and those still innocent who do not
know acts of love.  She assisted

women in labor and tried to soothe
their pains and sufferings.  Perthro is

associated with the Great Mother
and all the symbols associated with

her.  

Goddess Freya



 Change
growth

transformation
rebirth
Destiny

fun
play

freedom
patience in the process

Enjoy the Journey...
What is meant to be will be...

 

"The beginning and end are set. 
 What's in between is yours. 

 Nothing is in vain, all is
remembered"



Laguz

Flowing Water



 

Other Names: Lagus, Lagu, logr.

*Laguz or *Laukaz is the reconstructed Proto-Germanic name of the l-rune ᛚ, *laguz

meaning “water” or “lake” and *laukaz meaning “leek”. In the Anglo-Saxon rune poem, it is

called lagu “ocean”. In the Younger Futhark, the rune is called lögr “waterfall” in Icelandic

and logr “water” in Norse. – From Wikipedia

 

 

Laguz Rune Meaning according to Ralph Blum – Flow – Water – That Which Conducts

This Rune often signals a time for cleansing: for revaluing, reorganizing, realigning. A

Rune of deep knowing, Laguz may call you to study spiritual matters in readiness for self-

transformation. Success now lies in contacting your Intuitive Knowing, in attuning to your

own rhythms. – Ralph Blum “The New Book of Runes“

 

Laguz according to Rune Secrets – “Log-uhz” – Literally: “Water” or Ocean – Esoteric:

Unconscious, Collective Memory

 

Inguz is the rune of isolation or separation in order to create a space or place where the

process of transformation into higher states of being can occur. Rune of gestation and

internal growth. – From the Rune Secrets

 

Elder Futhark Laguz Rune Meaning – Creation; water; emotions; the Leek plant.

 

Laguz represents water in all its forms. Water is an essential ingredient to life and all living

creatures rely on it to survive. Water is associated with emotions of all kinds, but

predominantly with healing, peacefulness, love, compassion, intuition and forgiveness. –

From The Elder Futhhark Runes

 

 
https://ivawintonjewelry.com/rune-meanings-symbols/laguz-rune-meaning-love/

Origin of Laguz Runic Symbol

https://moonofgemini.com/laguz-rune/
https://www.nordic-life.org/nmh/runes/laukaz.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laguz
https://us.macmillan.com/author/ralphhblum
https://pdfcoffee.com/the-new-book-of-runes-ralph-blum-pdf-free.html
https://runesecrets.com/rune-meanings/laguz
https://runesecrets.com/rune-meanings/laguz
http://elderfutharkrunes.blogspot.com/2010/11/laguz.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laguz


Laguz Activity
Water Element, Emotions &  Art

In this activity, children will listen to ocean, creek, waterfall,
and stream sounds. They will  share different emotions that

arise when listening to the various sounds. Some calming and
peaceful, others fierce and strong.  They may want to share
times when emotions arise that are calm and peaceful, and

when they are fierce and strong. 

CREATE A seascape 

Materials for Painted Paper:
-Large white paper

-Construction paper, any
colour

-Tempera paint in blue, white,
black, green

-Round lids, tops
-Paintbrush for paint droplets

Paint the construction
paper with one layer of

of a tint or shade of blue
or  blue-green

Allow to dry completely
Add designs using lids,

tops, round cookie
cutters by dipping these
items in white, light blue,

green-blue paint
Allow to dry

Now ready to cut into
wave shapes

Steps:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

images cutesy of : https://artipelagoteacher.blogspot.com/2012/12/seascapes.html



Materials for Seascape:
-Glue 

-Scissors
-Paint for sky 

Paint the background,
colour of choice (sunset,
sunrise, clear day, fluffy

clouds. Allow to dry
Cut painted paper into long
strips, wavy and different

widths
Glue painted paper onto

background paper

Steps:
1.

2.

3.

 

Curtesy of : https://artipelagoteacher.blogspot.com/2012/12/seascapes.html



TIWAZ
The Rune of

Courage, Passion 

& Strength 

 

 Also Known as

TYR

TEIWAZ

TIWAR

"tee-wahz"



TIWAZ Spiritual Warrior Energy

Victory

Passion

Masculine Energy

The Tiwaz rune represents the forward-
moving nature of masculine energy. It

speaks of getting uncomfortable for the
greater good, and is a sign from the Divine

that we have everything we require to face
our situation with courage and strength.  It
brings the message of pushing through the

uneasiness of the challenges we face in
order to achieve the highest outcome.

It may symbolize a competition of sorts - a
battle that may be in life or in the mind.  It

indicates action should be taken when
drawn, rather than reflection.



TIWAZ The shape of the Tiwaz
resembles a spear, 

 symbolizing bravery,
strength and sacrifice,
as well as the upward

motion of energy. 

Alternatively, the Tiwaz rune in
reverse points to a lack of

motivation or inner strength.  It
indicates feeling defeated,

depressed or the feeling of being
unable to push past an obstacle. 

 When Tiwaz is drawn in reverse it
points to feeling stuck - not able to
move forward with the situation at
hand,  It's message is to slow down. 

 Take your time - consider all options
before proceeding.



Much like crystals and essential oils, you
can use this rune to assist with healing,
success, to strengthen willpower and

balance masculine energy.

tiwaz activity

Write a ceremony with the intention of
embracing your Divine Inner Strength and

Divine Courage. Ask the Tiwaz rune to
assist you in releasing all self doubt and

fear of taking action.



WUNJO
The rune of Joy



Wunjo 
fullfillment,
well being, 
a period of
happiness

 Wunjo represents joy and harmonious
action. When all aspects of our being are
working together and in alignment with

our goals, we can grow and prosper. If
something is out of alignment it creates

a blockage that prevents us from
fulfilling our desires. 

 



Wunjo also means triumph, celebration,
and harmony. It represents the

accomplishment one feels when hard
work and patience have come to fruition.
Wunjo is the joy that appears when we

are our higher selves. 
Wunjo offers a new clarity that may
inspire you to continue with or create

new plans and goals.
 



Do something that brings you Joy! You
could go for a run, make people laugh,
sing your favorite song, ride a bike,

dance, bake cookies,....
Find your joy, you’ll find your

HAPPINESS.
 

activity














